Pod is an enhanced advisory model within which learners experience a variety of activities that promote belonging and develop learners’ skills.

| OVERVIEW |

Pod is an enhanced advisory model developed by City Neighbors High School (CNHS). Often considered the heart of the school, Pod is frequently described by students and advisors as a “second family.” Pods serve three core purposes: providing academic support, providing safe social-emotional spaces, and building community. All students belong to a Pod with no more than 17 others, and each Pod sticks together with its advisor through all four years of high school. A Pod is also a reserved meeting, working, and living space for students. Pod becomes a place where students feel at "home away from home" in school, and it strives to ensure that every student is “known, loved, and inspired.”

The Pod model entails some common activities while also leaving ample space for teacher autonomy and student voice. Activity blocks, special programming, and Individual Learning Plans are important parts of the Pod experience. City Neighbors offers site visits and a resource toolkit to support schools in implementing Pod.
What Makes This Model Innovative?

**Connection & Community**
Pod serves as students’ “home away from home” where they deeply connect with their advisor and one another through structured and unstructured time.

**Whole-Child Focus**
A variety of activities during Pod time are designed to support students’ social, emotional, and physical growth, from circle to getting into nature, to SEL lessons.

**Customization**
While Pod does offer guardrails and guidance, for the most part teachers and students make decisions around the experience to ensure it truly reflects their Pod’s unique makeup.

### DESIGN

**Goals**
The values below describe critical mindsets for learning, growing, and living a fulfilling life in our world. All City Neighbors graduates are expected to embody these values and demonstrate these qualities in all they do. To that end, these values are nurtured and developed in each student both inside and outside of Pod.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Compassion</strong></th>
<th>Develop empathy and show concern for others. Be mindful of others' needs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong></td>
<td>Communicate and cooperate effectively with others. Make positive contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curiosity</strong></td>
<td>Pursue interests and remain open-minded toward learning new things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Direction</strong></td>
<td>Take independent initiative and be responsible for managing yourself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diligence</strong></td>
<td>Work carefully and persistently through challenges and toward the best results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experience

While the Pod model offers a general approach and some common activities to be done across all Pods, core to the model is the idea that teachers and students have voice and choice. There is no “one right way” to do Pod. It is meant to be a safe space for learners that provides just what they need and want, which means the activities and the structures that take place on a given day will be unique to each group of students. At a high level, CNHS suggests that adopting schools honor the experiences and support structures detailed in the following sections—though how that looks will be up to the different Pod members.

Consistent Routines

Opening and Closing Routines: Each day, Pod begins with a short block for announcements and intention setting. The goal is that students become aware of CNHS community events, opportunities, and individual needs on a daily basis.

Circle Time: Pod circles are essential to creating a strong Pod community. Circles can be centered around many topics including current events, social-emotional issues, and student- or teacher-led interests. They take place weekly—often to begin the week on Monday and to close out the week on Friday—though Pod advisors may also add short circle times at the beginning or end of each period as well. 📝 Pod circles

Electives and Intensives: Electives and intensives are opportunities for students to participate in learning in an area of their interest. They happen at a regular cadence during particular times over a student’s time at CNHS (e.g., intensives might happen every Wednesday during Pod time for all juniors). Many of these activities are created by students or with feedback from student interests. The elective process started with students and staff advocating for more interest-centered opportunities. 📚 Sample Elective list 📚 Sample Intensive list

Study Hall: Study Hall takes place once per week. Students can work in small groups or individually on class assignments or programs such as Khan Academy or Quill. During this time, advisors offer support and conduct 1:1 check-ins around current student grades and assignments that are due. The following two routines happen during Study Hall:

- **Individual Learning Plan Time:** Each learner at CNHS creates an Individualized Learning Plan 📚 Example ILP. An ILP is the place where students record their academic scores and monitor their progress over time. Advisors carve out time to develop and reflect on ILPs (they can decide which cadence is right for their Pod) with the minimum being at the beginning and end of each semester. Armed with ILP data, students set meaningful goals in the ILP that keep them focused and accountable. These goals are geared toward three outcome areas: academic, self-management, and social-emotional. At the end of the quarter, learners reflect on their data and their goals and record their thoughts in the ILP.
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Finally, ILPs are also a placeholder for a student's professional documents—like an informal portfolio—including things like resumes, letters of recommendation, and more.

- **Photo Journal Prompts**: Photo journaling is used to provide students opportunities to reflect on a variety of prompts. Creating journal prompts that all teachers can use helps maintain consistency in the pods across each grade level. Through photo journaling, they also infuse writing in their advisory program. [Photo Journal Prompts]

### Flexible Activity Blocks

Beyond the consistent routines mentioned above, the bulk of Pod time is spent in activity blocks. Activity blocks are meant to provide learners with time to focus on either social or academic topics, or sometimes both. Each Pod session consists of three blocks—one of which is lunch. That leaves teachers (and often students) with choices to make around how to spend the additional two blocks. CNHS offers several different types of activity blocks, and Pod members make choices around which activities to engage in on a given day or in a given week. [Example Pod Schedule] Furthermore, any block can be changed to meet the needs of a specific Pod—meaning that there is no one way to do a circle or conference block.

In general, activity blocks tend to focus on topics like:

- **Reading**: Pods read a selected book together and participate in discussions around the book.
- **Community Building and Collaboration Activities**: Students participate in games or activities designed to build community and collaborate with their peers. [Pod Activities]
- **Nature-Base Exploration**: Students can participate in nature journaling or a nature-based activity. [Nature Education & Environmental Literacy Project]

Suggestions are provided by a teacher.

One thing that is mandatory is the incorporation of grade-level initiatives or lessons concerning academic and social-emotional development. For example, for Pods with 11th and 12th graders, the grade team may together decide for all Pods to incorporate college and career readiness. In cases like this, there may only be one activity block given the depth of what students are engaging in.
Supporting Structures

An important aspect of Pod is that teachers and learners work together to customize the experience in ways that work for their unique group. There is flexibility around scheduling, routines, activities, culture, and more. However, CNHS does provide guidance and structure to support schools and educators in implementing Pods.

While teachers ultimately make decisions around curriculum and assessment, Pod requires adherence to certain guidelines.

Activity blocks (detailed above) make up most of the “curriculum” of Pod, which gives teachers and students choice over what they do in Pod. However, some standard activities are expected of all Pod advisors and should be implemented periodically. A few examples of this are journaling, conferences, and team building. Additional Pod requirements may be given at the grade level of the students, and this is decided by each grade-level team. Teachers have the option to use a planning template for Pod meetings. [Pod Lesson Plan Template] The CASEL standards are used as guidance toward the activities that are created within Pod. [SEL Standards from CASEL]

Across all Pods, this is a credit-bearing, graded course. It is not, however, a traditional academic course. Grading Pod should be manageable, humane, and collaborative. At CNHS, the approach to grading is grounded in Steve Peha’s “Real World Grading” scale. [3 Ps of Grading] Teachers are encouraged to use simple daily tracking of the ways in which students are upholding school values. For example, Pod members uphold three principles: present, positive, and participating. A teacher might quickly track behaviors on a role sheet, then review the marks periodically to assign a daily or weekly grade according to the extent to which each student upheld the principles. [Pod Rubric] [Values Plan by Grade Level] Students should also conduct self-evaluations in these areas and reflect upon growth alongside their advisor. [Grading Pod]

Pod requires diverse student groupings and a culture of presence, positivity, and participation.

Pods are created with intentional diversity across a variety of identity markers like zip code, race, ethnicity, gender, and more. The goal is to make each Pod as diverse as possible, which is an important aspect of Pod culture. The culture of Pod is also one in which students should see as a time to make themselves better
people and where they can trust that the different activities done in Pod will help make them better individuals. It should also be clear that Pod is not a time to hang out and relax.

Being a present, positive participant is required of all Pod members in all Pods. Following these principles ensures that Pod can work for everyone. Presence in mind, body, and spirit helps nurture the values CNHS holds dear. Even more, while everyone has their gloomy moods or rough days, being present with those feelings while staying positive in words and actions helps keep Pod a safe and productive space for all. Participating, of course, is an essential part of connecting with a Pod community and taking advantage of all Pod has to offer. In fact, students commit to and reflect on these principles each day, and if they'd like, teachers can track students’ adherence to them to use for feedback and accountability.

Pod advisors plan activities and must assume ownership of student safety and success.

Teachers and other support staff can serve as Pod advisors. As the adult responsible for the pod, it is their job to help the students grow as individuals and as a cohesive group. It is the advisor's job to plan activities for the group during pod time.

A crucial part of the advisor role is getting to know the students and consistently assessing the needs of the group. A strong Pod leader cares about students, sets a good example of character, maintains clear expectations and boundaries within the Pod, and plans for success every day. Pod leaders support the whole child, working to ensure that each student:

- Enters school healthy, and learns about and practices a healthy lifestyle.
- Learns in an environment that is physically and emotionally safe for all.
- Actively engages in learning and connects to the Pod, school, and world.
- Accesses personalized learning and is supported by caring adults.
- Is challenged academically and prepared for postsecondary success.

You can learn more about how advisors support learners on the Pod website. 📘 Advisor's Role
Pod requires about two hours of dedicated time in the daily schedule.

To fulfill its mission, Pod should meet for about two hours each day. At CNHS, this includes a 30-minute lunch embedded in that time. Pod should be a regular slated period on student and staff schedules. At CNHS, Pods meet for one hour and 45 minutes. It begins with announcements, then one to two activity blocks, and a closing. While this is consistent, there is variation as to how time is scheduled within Pod. First, teachers and students have voice and choice in Pod activities, so no two Pods will likely be experiencing the activities at the same time. Secondly, during certain semesters, Pods might be engaging in Electives or Intensives on a specific day each week. Finally, different grades may experience special programming. For example, older students may engage in an internship every Wednesday rather than typical Pod activities. [Sample Weekly Schedules]

Pod advisors must forge strong relationships with students and their families.

Pod is one of the major ways in which relationships are forged between the school and students, as well as their families, to ensure the developmental growth of students and their success as individuals. The goal of having students assigned to one adult is intentional. It allows for the school to be in open communication with families. Having high family involvement helps push students to their full potential and ensures that the school is doing all that it can to best support students. This reflects the belief that families are an important aspect of the students’ learning team.

Since Pod advisors are parents’ first connection to CNHS, the advisor regularly communicates with families about school-wide activities and students’ individual progress.

Pod space must be warm and welcoming, and it can be designed by students.

Because Pod is a “home away from home,” the space should be warm and welcoming. To promote this feeling, students should be involved in the design of the space. It should also provide students with a space to store their belongings, eat their lunch, and relax. Each Pod is assigned a space somewhere in the building where the group will meet regularly, and that space should stay consistent throughout the group’s time at the school.
1:1 technology is required for certain Pod activities.

In 2019, the CNHS team began working toward all students having their own device. In 2020, all students were provided with a Chromebook computer. Advisors use technology in a mindful way in the Pods, including for postsecondary prep or working on Individualized Learning Plans. CNHS also has a state-of-the-art Fabrication Lab that Pods use to create various projects.

Pod requires a small allocation of financial resources.

Each Pod is allocated a small budget of $150 for supplies. CNHS also provides a budget for students to go on one Pod trip per year.

To keep Pod aligned with student and staff interests, schools should appoint a Pod working group.

City Neighbors High School consistently works toward improving. Each year, the school identifies summer work groups. Many of the awesome developments within the Pod program are due to the staff collaborating during this time. CNHS also continues to improve the Pod program and adjust it to the changing requirements and student and staff interests.
IMPLEMENTATION

Supports Offered
City Neighbors High School offers the following support to help you implement its approach to Pod.

Site Visits
Free

CNHS welcomes visitors to see its Pod program in action.

Consulting and Coaching
Cost Associated

CNHS leaders and staff are available to consult and coach anyone interested in implementing a structured advisory program (Pod). Costs would be based on the agreed-upon MOU.

Get in Touch

Reach

1 School
420 Students Served
93% Students of Color
42% FRL

Impact

The support and climate at CNHS, including the Pod model, have helped make the school a place where students want to be:

- CNHS graduation rate is an average of 86% over the last 5 years (even with the pandemic).
- Attendance rate is over 90% every year and was 94% before COVID-19.
- Dropout rate is lower than 5%.
Parent, student climate data is always highly favorable. In 2021, 93% of parents were satisfied with the culture and academics at CNHS.

CNHS has also collected anecdotal data from students to demonstrate the direct impact of Pod:

“My favorite thing about Pod would be getting a chance to know everyone. Pod helped me feel better, my pod members would make me laugh so it helped me a lot. [My Pod advisor] helps me a lot. She’s someone I can talk to when I’m not feeling myself.”

“Pod has been a great opportunity for me to think about what I want to do after high school... my Pod advisor helps me work through my problems and encourages me when I am down.”

“Pod helps me stay on top of my grades and set goals for each year.”

“My favorite memory of Pod is the first trip that we took together. Pod has helped me feel comfortable with some of my peers, and succeed in academics. My POD advisor...has helped me with my academic progress by teaching me strategies and helping in keeping me motivated.”

Contact
Cheyanne Zahrt
Principal
czahrt@cityneighborhighschool.org

RESOURCES
Pod circles
A short description of Pod circles and a link to more resources.

Sample Electives List
This list details the electives offered during Pod time in a particular semester. Students choose which course to take.

Sample Intensives List
This list details the intensives offered during Pod time in a particular semester. Students rank which courses they’d like
Example Individual Learning Plan
Learners can use this ILP template to track their progress over time.

Pod Activities
A list of sample Pod activities and descriptions to support teachers.

Nature Education & Environmental Literacy Project
Slides to build conviction around getting into nature plus outdoor activities to engage in.

SEL Standards from CASEL
A list of the CASEL standards, which CNHS designs activities toward.

Photo journal prompts
The what and why of photo journaling, plus a ton of prompts for each grade level.

Example Pod Schedule
An example 9th grade Pod schedule and a description of the associated blocks.

Pod Lesson Plan Template
Teachers can choose to use this template to plan their Pod time in advance.

Pod Rubric
Daily and general Pod rubric templates designed around the 3 Ps.
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Values Plan by Grade Level
This is a rubric for assessing student progress on values at each grade level.

### Grading Pod

**Grading Pod**
A web page to support teachers with how to think about and plan for grading Pod.

### Sample Weekly Schedules

These sample schedules can help teachers make choices about the cadence of Pod.

**Advisor's Role**

**Advisor's Role**
A web page explaining the role of the advisor including how to support students through academics, social-emotional learning, and community building.